Editorial

Microwave Metamaterials: Application to Devices, Circuits and Antennas

Since the ‘big-bang’ of Metamaterials in 2000, there has been an intensive expansion of related research activities. Initially in this first decade of the 21st century, these efforts were focused primarily on the novel and often exotic physics properties of Metamaterials, which are generally associated with combinations of negative, near-zero, and positive medium properties. As researchers confirmed many of those fundamental and unique properties of Metamaterials, research efforts moved towards their application to, for example, the fields of microwave engineering and telecommunications. While there have been direct applications of metamaterials, many others have arisen simply based on ideas cultivated by their properties and performance characteristics. We have seen significant progress concerning microwave circuit, device and antenna designs in terms of miniaturisation, performance improvement, multi-functionality, efficiency, etc., that have been stimulated by metamaterials and their unusual properties. As a consequence, Metamaterial Technology is progressively achieving a level of maturity in Microwave Engineering that ‘real-life’ applications and ‘penetration’ into the market may be envisaged on a more regular basis.

The aim of this Special Issue is to showcase the results of several groups/labs in the international Metamaterials research community whose activities have a special emphasis on their applications in microwave engineering and related areas. Our advertised topics included, but were not limited to the: Theory and physical understanding of metamaterials, Three-dimensional and isotropic metamaterials, Metamaterial transmission lines, components and systems, Metamaterial-based or inspired antennas and electrically small antennas, Tunable and active metamaterials and applications, Metamaterial-based filters, Metasurfaces, Imaging devices, Metamaterials at millimetre wave frequencies and beyond, Fabrication techniques, Numerical techniques, and Novel phenomena and devices. From over 30 submissions, we have selected 20 papers to share with you through this Special Issue. They include five papers on transmission line metamaterials and their applications, six papers on the applications of metamaterials and related metamaterial-inspired constructs to antennas, two on their applications to waveguides, three on their multi-functional applications, two on their tunable or controllable properties for applications, and two on lens and imaging applications.

We would first like to thank all of the authors, including not only those whose papers you will find in this Special Issue, but also those whose work you will find reported elsewhere, for sharing your exciting efforts with us. We also would like to express our special thanks to all of the reviewers whose time and efforts made this Special Issue a reality. We especially would like to thank Paul Rowley, Editorial Assistant, Research Journals, The IET, for his tireless help and support, from the initial proposal stages to this final product.

Finally, we sincerely hope that you, the reader, will enjoy the papers we have selected for this Special Issue. We hope they stimulate new ideas that will lead to even more interesting physics and microwave engineering applications.
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